CU*ANSWERS LITIGATION HOLD TABLETOP EXERCISE
EVENT DATE(S): MAY 30, 2017
SUMMARY
As part of our Records and Information Management Policy, CU*Answers has a Litigation Hold Procedure. In the
event that CU*Answers is notified litigation has commenced or is reasonably anticipated, the Litigation Hold
Procedure is designed to assist with the collection of and prevent the destruction of information relevant to the
subject matter of the litigation.
This inaugural Litigation Hold Tabletop Exercise was intended to review our Litigation Hold Procedure and
determine whether CU*Answers has sufficient preparedness in the event of actual litigation, and to recommend
improvements to the procedure. Per our Records and Information Management Policy, our ultimate goals are to:
“Develop a plan for the systematic and orderly collection of all paper and electronic records subject to the
litigation hold. A personal meeting with each key employee to confirm that all paper and electronic
records have been identified and collected should be conducted and documented. Records subject to the
litigation hold should be stored in a central location where they can be cataloged. All key employees
should sign a document verifying that to the best of their knowledge they have identified and turned over
all paper and electronic records subject to the litigation hold.”

EXERCISE DETAILS
The exercise occurred on May 30, 2017. The scenario reviewed was:
A credit union calls CU*Answers, very concerned. A member is furious and claiming that their check in the
amount of $250,000 was not returned by the Federal Reserve. The member is threatening to sue “anyone
and everyone” involved in the transaction. In this scenario, the credit union would have contracted
services with CU*Answers Item Processing.
Because of the threat of litigation, the employee immediately contacted a member of the Executive
Council. After a preliminary investigation, the Executive Council determined that a Litigation Hold is
appropriate.
The scenario assumed the Litigation Hold Notice was sent out to all employees by the Internal Audit team in a
timely manner.
Participants in the exercise included:
•
•
•

Marilyn Boyd, Internal Auditor
Karen Chesbro, VP Item Processing
Val Haugen Item Processing
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•
•
•

Danielle Caliendo Business Continuity
Jim Lawrence Business Continuity
Jim Vickers, Network Services

There were four primary items discussed regarding this scenario:
(1) What applications are used in the normal daily processing related to this incident?
The group identified CU*BASE, FedLine (the Federal Reserve Bank Website) and Check Logic Manager. Item
Processing has rolling 30-day storage and then documents are shredded using the appropriate shred bins located
in the department. Item Processing generates a report through eDOC Innovations, and there are some archiving
features in Check Logic Manager.
Under certain circumstances, we would need to ensure that information relevant to litigation would not be
destroyed. For example, we might need to interrupt Item Processing’s 30-day shredding procedure for
information relevant to litigation.
(2) Are notifications received or reports generated that confirm the activities were performed?
Item Processing would have to contact FedLine for copies of the Large Dollar Return Items. This information is only
kept for one year by FedLine.
(3) How is correspondence with the parties involved in the litigation performed?
Item Processing uses email, fax and phone calls to communicate with the credit union. Phone calls by Item
Processing are not recorded, so previous discussions would not be subject to the litigation hold as there is nothing
to preserve. In some cases, we might need to discuss when it would be appropriate to retain phone conversations
with the credit union (i.e. to record calls). We would need assistance from legal counsel to make that
determination.
(4) What are the possible formats of information/data that could fall under the legal hold scope?
Item processing would need to avoid destruction of paper, emails, functional run sheets, images, spreadsheets,
documents, and forms that might be related to the subject matter of the lawsuit (non-returned check).
Information was likely to reside in physical or virtual servers, data archive servers, the online corporate vault, and
file cabinets for paper records.
Information collected would be turned over to the Internal Audit team, who will then determine the best method
of storing information related to the hold.

CONTINUING EFFORTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Two suggestions were offered by the teams to improve the process during an actual incident:
First, the Internal Audit staff should prepare in advance a list of questions to ask department staff to
uncover potential information/documents.
Second, a list of questions should be prepared in advance to ask teams involved in the litigation when
determining where the information might reside.
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Internal Audit will use the current Record Retention Schedules to help formulate a better process in the event of
an actual incident. In addition, to help future teams with Litigation Hold procedures, the Internal Audit team has
created a manual, Understanding the Litigation Hold. This manual is available to all employees and clients of
CU*Answers, and is designed with a lighthearted tone to help reduce fear around the Litigation Hold process.

Report submitted by Marilyn Boyd, CRA | CU*Answers | Internal Auditor
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